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On June 31, 1982, the Connecticut $
Union) filed with the Connecticut State

titate  Police Union (hereinafter the
Board  of Labor Relations (Labor

Board) a complaint alleging that the State
Public Safety (hereinafter the Skte)

of Connecticut Department of
had engaged and was engaging in

practices prohibited kuy  Section 5-274  of the Act Concerning Collective
Bargaining for State Employees (the Act) in that:

1. The complainant and resporident  are parties subject to the Act,
2. The parties herein concluded negotiations for a collective

bargaining contract in Grch, 7,352.
3. Subseq>lent  to negotistiocs, respondent began assig-ning  addition-

al duties to certain troo-0&."rs  without  engaging in negotiations
with complainant, Respondent has also not engaged in negotia-
tions with complainant over the impact of the assignment of
these additional duties,

4. The duties so assigned concern the handling of data with respect
to a computer informstioz syster?  called  SPARAMIS.

Wherefore, complainant alleges a violation of the Act and requests
an order that respondent cease and desist from assigning said addi-
tional duties to the troopers; that respondent be ordered to bargain
forthwith with complainant over the assignment of any additional
duties; and any further order that may effectuate the purpose of the
Act *
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After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the parties
appeared before the Labor Board for a hearing on November 1, 1984. Both
parties appeared, were represented by counsel, and were given full oppor-
tunity to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make
argument. Both parties submitted post-hearing briefs.

On the basis of the whole record before us, we make the following
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

Findings of Fact

1. The State is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2 . The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act
and at all material  times has been the exclusive bargaining representative
of a unit of State Police Officers.

3. The State Police Departmen t maintains a number of barracks in
various geographic locations throughout the State, Each barracks is staffed
by a desk officer for each shift and at times, depending upon the shift and
barracks, may be assisted by a civilian dispatcher.

4. The primary duties of the desk officer is to receive and record
incoming calls from the general public and to assign an officer to
investigate the complaint.

5. The job description for police officers reads in pertinent part:

EXA!Q'LES OF DJJTIES:

In an assigned troop area, patrols highways and local streets; detects
and determines degree of violation and issues summons, written or
verbal warnings; engages in high speed pursuit or responds to initial
aid calls including emergencies; aids disabled motorists; supervises
activities at accident scenes; directs such activities as protection
of scene, aiding victims, first aid, traffic control, calling for
assistance, interviekring  principals and witnesses, securing evidence,
photographs and diagrams and taking proper law enforcement action as
required; prepares reports in connection with assignments; investi-
gates instances of crime; depending on nature of crime, acts as
officer in charge
tions;

or assists in the conduct of criminal investiga-
interrogates principals and witnesses; gathers, marks and

processes all evidence; develops and follows up on leads; prepares
search and arrest warrants; testifies in court as required; arrests
and processes prisoners, including criminal and motor vehicle viola-
tors; maintains and operates police equipment; may be assigned to
desk duty; performs related duties as required.

As a Resident Trooper in addition to the above, may do the follow-
ing: establish and administer town police budget, supervise and
review the work of constables and other staff, work closely with town
officials on police-related uatters, conduct in-service training
sessions and maintain town police records.

hay  be assigned to any specialized unit in the Division of State
Police, with specific duties to be assigned according to the unit's
requirements.
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6. From late 1970, the system utilized by the desk officer to record
daily assignments was referred to as a "Dispatch Card System." This was an
IBM predumbered  punch card system which required the desk officer to time
stamp and to record in i;ritin, m whatever action had been taken at the time.
Whenever a call came in requiring an investigation, a punch card would be
time stamped. An officer would then be assigned to the case and the desk
officer would time stamp the punch card and make a written notation. As
soon as the officer arrived at the scene the desk officer would again time
stamp the card and make a notation. This method of stamping and notation
would continue until the case was completed and closed.

7. Robert Kowalczyk, a State police officer for some fourteen years
and a desk officer for at least seven years, testified as to the type of.
information that was recorded on the punch card:

Depending on the type of complaint or request for assistance,
whatever was necessary to either investigate the incident, type
of motor vehicle complaint, phone numbers, addresses, telephone
numbers. We would also have to indicate if it was a motor
vehicle stop, what type of action was taken, the statute number,
the location, sometimes peoples' names, sometimes notations as to
operator's license, datas  information, registration information,
wrecker information, where the car was towed to, how the informa-
tion was obtained, what time the trooper arrived on the scene,
what time we called the medical examiner's office and on and on
and on. (Tr. p. 18)

8, At the end of each shift, the punch cards were put in numerical
order. These cards would then be entered into the computer by a data entry
civilian during the following day's regular shift.

9. The desk officer would also keep a "critical incident log." This
was a sheet of paper which would highlight the major events of the shift,
listing tine type of event, the time and place of occurrence and the officer
investigating it,

10. Kowalczyk testified that the difference between the punch card and
the critical incident log was that the punch card was much more detailed
(Tr. 23).

II. Sometime in 1932  the State ?olice implemented a recording program
entitled State Police Resource Allocation Xanagement  Information System
(SPRAXIS).

12. SPRAXIS  differed from tlhe  Dispatch Card System in that the infor-
mation was outlined on the punch cards in numerical codes and then entered
directly into the computer terminal. Each desk officer received training in
data entry and a guide book outlinin g the various codes was made available
to each desk officer. As a result of this change data entry civilians no
longer entered the punch cards into the computer.

13. As a result of SPRAIUS,  Rowalczyk testified that "...my  attention
is definitely divided,.. My attention span prior to the SPRAMIS system was
all the time on the radio system and the troopers on the radio, listening
for any problem or what is going on and now it's  torn between different
areas." (Tr.  30)
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14. Kowalczyk further testified that as a result of SPRAMIS I'...
there's no rest in the desk area. It's constant, on edge type of position
. ..because you have to be able to know what is going on on the radio system,
what's going on with the troopers on the road and your attention is taken up
by entering the data into a terminal,
entered and this is a constant thing."

making sure the information gets

15. Kowalczyk testified that it took him abo.ut  a minute without dis-
tractions to enter the code information into the computer. According to
performance studies completed by the Department, this figure was about
average for all desk officers.

.16. Kowalzcyk, when asked the number of times he had been unable to
record all the cards into the system during his shift since the implementa-
tion of SPRAMIS, responded that 10 or 15 times would be a reasonable amount.

17. Captain George Moore, the commanding officer in charge of informa-
tion systems since 1981, testified that under the dispatch card system desk
officers in addition to the punch cards and "critical incident log" would
also be required to maintain an investigation log. These logs were all
eliminated with the advent of SPRAMIS.

18.. Kowalczyk and Moore testified that under SPRAMIS, information is
summarized and recalled at the end of the shift. This summary is called a
morning report and is routinely disseminated to the Barracks major at the
beginning of the day.

19. Under SPRAMIS the computer can generate reports within a five
minute waiting period. The report can be done on a barrack by barrack basis
or statewide, The computer can also generate reports on events that
occurred some 90 days ago. The additional advantage of SPRAMIS is that the
system stores more detailed information than was permissible under the punch
card system.

20. Under the dispatch card system, summary reports were completed by
hand and only on a request basis. If the information pertained to an event
which happened any time prior to the current shift, it would require an
officer to hand search the punch cards. If it occurred at a different
troop, an officer would have to call that troop to have someone there search
the cards.

21. The State Police Department generates approximately 1000 cards
per day statewide. This is an average of 35-40 cards per shift for each
barracks.

22. When asked by Board Member Shea whether the entering of the cards
into the computer represented 35 extra minutes worked, Moore responded:

"My experience is that in most cases we are talking about a wash.
What we have done is we have just done things a different way.
Where the officer before had to keep track of various things, he
now does it under two. We had to prepare this critical incident
report that is prepared for them by putting in the information.
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My best information would be that there's a balance here. The
time spent entering the cards was gained back by all the various
things the computer keeps track of that he used to have to do."

(Tr. 68-69)

23. Sergeant John Downs, commanding officer of the State Police
Message Center, testified that l'initially... the implementation of SPRAMIS...
took us time and generated additional work until we became familiar with it.
. ..'I For someone who is familiar with  the system and proficient with it,
II . ..the work generated by the... SPRAMIS  system washes out the work that it
does away with and, in general, creates no more work." (Tr. 74-75).

24. Downs had worked as a desk officer under both the SPRAYIS  and the
punch card system.

Conclusions of Law

1. The State's decision to convert its reporting system from a punch
card to a computerized system was a decision within the scope of managerial
discretion and not bargainable.

2. The secondary effects of this decision upon either workload or
safety of bargaining unit members requires bargaining where the decision
produces substantial changes.

3. The State's unilateral change and its secondary effects did not
produce subs+an+ial changes in either the workload or safety of bargaining.unit members.

Discussion

The thrust of t'ne Union's complaint is that the State's unilateral
conversion to the SPRAXIS  system affected the workload and safety of
bargaining unit members obligating the State to bargain.

A unilateral change in a major term or condition of employment, made
during the term of an existing contract, has been held to constitute a
refusal to bargain and a practice prohibited by the Act. Town of Newington,
Decision 20. III6 (1973). Where tne change in conditions of employment is a
secondary result of a decision involving t‘ne exercise of managerial discre-
tion, the secondary results will be bargainable if they amount to changes in
major terms or conditions of employment. Town of Stratford, Decision No.
999 (1971); City of Bristol, Decision No. 1305(1975);  of Bridgeport,
Decision 110. 1313-A (1975).

Workload has been held to be a condition of employment and where the
change has been substantial a major condition of employment. West Hartford
Education Association, Inc. v. DcCourcy,  162 Corm, 566 (1972); Town of East
Haven, Decision iio. 1279 (1974). Thus the question before us is whether the
changes in the desk officers' responsibilities as a result of SPRAMIS'
implementation was substantial, The major change that the Union points to
as a substantial change is that under the punch card system the desk offi-
cers would write on the cards but that  the actual entry into the computer
would be performed by data entry operators on the day shift. As a result of
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SPRAMIS the desk officer is responsible for entering the information
directly. Sic  do not believe that this rises to a substantial change. The
.evidence  revealed that the implementation of SPRAMIS had the effect of
eliminating several other reporting documents including a critical incident
log and an investigation log. Additionally, the information that was put on
the punch cards under SPRAHIS  no longer had to be written or detailed in
longhand, but rather in code. Finally, the State's witnesses who had in
fact worked under botn the punch card and SPRA!*¶IS  systems testified that
initially there were soze  delays due to the novelty of the system, but that
the time spent entering the cards was balanced by the fact that other items
which they previously had to prepare were eliminated because of the
computer's capabilities.

The Union also argues that SPRAMIS affected the safety of bargaining
unit members in that it made  the desk officer's job more stressful. We are
not unmindful of the significant responsibilities of the 'desk officer's
position and its potential for stress. Nevertheless, we are unconvinced by
the evidence that the ikplementation  of SPRAXS  had any substantial effect
upon the stress level of desk officers. The only testimony on this score
was Rowalczyk's, who s+ated  that entering the information into the computer
distracts you from what is going on on the road, i.e. listening to the
radio. But this sort of distraction would occur just as readily for an
officer making a written notation on a punch card 2s  for one making an entry'
onto a computer terminal. In sum, we feel that if there is any additional
stress wrought by SPRAMIS it is de minimis.-

The State raises one other point arguing that the Union waived its
right to bargain over the implementation by not requesting bargaining during
negotiations which concluded in March 1982. Because we believe that the
Union has failed to sustain its burden of proof to show that the implementa-
tion of SPRAXIS  effected substantial impacts we decline to address this
issue. The complaint is hereby dismissed.

Dismissal of Complaint

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for
State Employees, it is

ORDERED, that the complaint filed herein be, and the same hereby is,
dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Victor id. Ferrante
Victor M. Ferrante, Chairman

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

s/ Craig Shea
Craig Shea
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